Tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) are associated with patient survival in a wide variety of tumour types ([@bib34]). In the case of breast cancer, several studies have demonstrated that gene expression patterns indicative of high TIL content are associated with improved clinical outcome, particularly among tumours with aggressive clinical features such as high histological grade or oestrogen receptor-*α* (ER*α*)-negative status ([@bib42]; [@bib14]; [@bib40]; [@bib7]; [@bib37]). Several groups have extended these observations by using immunohistochemistry (IHC) to demonstrate that high levels of CD8^+^ TIL (cytotoxic T cells (CTLs)) are associated with good outcome in breast cancer ([@bib26]; [@bib25]). The opposite, however, appears to be true of FOXP3^+^ TIL.

FOXP3 is a forkhead family transcription factor that is essential for the development and function of regulatory T cells. Tregs are operationally identified by expression of CD4, CD25, and FOXP3, with FOXP3 being the most commonly used single marker ([@bib9]; [@bib38]). Under normal conditions, Tregs are essential suppressors of inappropriate immune responses and thus maintain immunological tolerance to host tissues ([@bib38]). Their suppression of anti-tumour immunity, however, is considered to be deleterious. Indeed, the presence of FOXP3^+^ TIL has been associated with poor clinical outcome in a wide variety of cancer types, fuelling speculation that depletion of Tregs in cancer patients could have beneficial therapeutic effects ([@bib12]). Nevertheless, a growing number of studies demonstrate that FOXP3^+^ TIL can also be associated with a favourable prognosis (reviewed in [@bib12]). Although this discordance is not currently understood, it is possible that the prognostic impact of FOXP3^+^ TIL depends on the molecular characteristics of a given tumour type.

To date, several studies of breast cancer have shown a consistent association between FOXP3^+^ TIL and poor clinical outcome ([@bib4]; [@bib2]; [@bib20]; [@bib24]; [@bib45]; [@bib27]). Although none of these studies focused on specific histological or molecular subtypes of breast cancer, FOXP3^+^ TIL showed a consistent association with ER-negative (ER--) tumours, which are biologically and clinically distinct from ER+ lesions ([@bib17]). Because TIL have been shown to associate with good outcome primarily in ER-- tumours ([@bib42]; [@bib14]; [@bib7]; [@bib37]), and because FOXP3^+^ TIL are inherently associated with ER negativity ([@bib4]; [@bib6]; [@bib19]; [@bib2]; [@bib24]; [@bib27]; [@bib45]), we chose to investigate the clinical impact of FOXP3^+^ TIL in ER-- breast cancer. Importantly, we found that high numbers of FOXP3^+^ TIL are associated with dense infiltrates of CD8^+^ TIL and favourable prognosis.

Materials and methods
=====================

Cohort and sample selection
---------------------------

The primary cohort in this study has been previously described ([@bib43]). Briefly, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) surgical breast tumour specimens were provided by the Manitoba Breast Tumour Bank (MBTB), which operates with approval from the Research Ethics Board, Faculty of Medicine, University of Manitoba. Cases for this study were originally accrued between the years 1988 and 2000 and had a median follow-up time of 83 months. Clinical characteristics of the study cohort are summarised in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. An initial cohort of 255 ER-- cases was selected on the basis of (a) ER-- status defined by ligand binding analysis of \<10 fmol mg^−1^ protein, (b) invasive ductal carcinoma components occupying \>20% of the tumour section, and (c) no neoadjuvant therapy. Recurrence-free survival (RFS) was defined as the time from surgery to the first instance of disease recurrence or death due to breast cancer, and disease-specific survival (DSS) was defined as the time to death due to breast cancer.

Tissue microarray construction and TIL assessment
-------------------------------------------------

Tissue microarray (TMA) construction and IHC was performed as described previously ([@bib31]; [@bib44]) and in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Scoring for each IHC marker was undertaken by an experienced breast histopathologist (PHW) who was blinded to results of other markers or case identity. Prior use and exhaustion of some tissue cores reduced the interpretable cohort size to 175. A microscope eyepiece grid was used to standardise the assessed area of each tissue section (0.56 mm^2^ under × 20 magnification). Among duplicate tissue cores, those with an epithelial-stromal ratio closest to 1 : 1 were selected for further analysis. Positively stained lymphocytes (nuclear for FOXP3; cytoplasmic and/or membranous for CD8) were counted within the grid area and are expressed herein as cell numbers per mm^2^ of tissue.

Multicolour IHC
---------------

A second cohort comprising 14 cases of triple negative breast cancer collected between 2004 and 2007 was obtained from the BC Cancer Agency Tumour Tissue Repository, which operates with approval from the University of British Columbia and BC Cancer Agency Research Ethics Board. Multicolour IHC was performed as described in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes were scored manually by two independent observers (NRW and SEK), with an interobserver Spearman\'s correlation of *rho*\>0.7.

Assessment of microarray data
-----------------------------

Previously published ([@bib35]) gene expression data from a third breast tumour cohort were downloaded from the University of North Carolina (UNC) microarray database. Only data corresponding to ER-- cases were analysed. Data for selected genes were median normalised and converted to log~2~ ratios before analysis. Gene expression scores for differentiated CTLs, activated dendritic cells, and inflammatory cytokines were respectively calculated as the average expression values of *CD247*, *CD8A*, *GZMB*, *IFNG*; *CD86*, *CD83*, *HLA*-*DRA*; and *IL18*, *IL1B*, *IL6*, *TNF*. Similarly, scores for ligands of CCR5, CXCR3, and CCR4 were respectively calculated as the average expression of *CCL3*, *CCL4*, *CCL5*, *CCL8*; *CXCL4*, *CXCL9*, *CXCL10*, *CXCL11*; and *CCL17*, *CCL22*.

Statistical analyses
--------------------

All univariate analyses were performed using Prism 5.0 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA, USA). Multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression models were constructed using Statistics 14 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). The TIL distributions showed significant skewness based on the D\'Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test (*P*\<0.0001), and non-parametric tests were thus used where appropriate. Associations between TIL and clinical/pathological parameters were evaluated using Fisher\'s exact tests or *χ*^2^ tests. The TIL distributions were compared using the Mann--Whitney *U*-test and Spearman\'s correlation test. Univariate survival analyses were conducted using conventional Kaplan--Meier methods and log-rank tests. All tests were two-sided with significance established at *P*\<0.05

X-Tile software ([@bib8]) was used to identify an appropriate cutoff value for the definition of high *vs* low levels of FOXP3^+^ TIL. X-Tile creates equally sized training and validation cohorts with equivalent baseline hazard rates from a single data set. For a given variable, an optimal cutpoint that best discriminates good and poor clinical outcome is identified for the training cohort and subsequently tested in the validation cohort.

Results
=======

High levels of FOXP3^+^ TIL are associated with favourable clinical outcome in ER-- breast cancer
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOXP3^+^ TIL were detectable in 143 of 175 (82%) assessable tumours. The median number of FOXP3^+^ TIL was 9 per mm^2^, with respective lower and upper quartiles of 3 per mm^2^ and 27 per mm^2^. FOXP3^+^ lymphocytes were present throughout tumours ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), with a tendency for stromal localisation ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When patients were categorised based on the presence or absence of recurrent disease at the time of final follow-up, FOXP3^+^ TIL were significantly more abundant in the disease-free subgroup (*P*=0.0033, [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

To establish a FOXP3 cutoff value for survival analysis, we used X-Tile software ([@bib8]; as described in Materials and methods) and identified an optimal cutpoint of 18 FOXP3^+^ TIL per mm^2^. Cases with ⩾18 FOXP3^+^ TIL per mm^2^ had significantly prolonged RFS in both the training (HR=0.438, 95% CI 0.244--0.789; *P*=0.0059; [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and validation cohorts (HR=0.490, 95% CI 0.275--0.873; *P*=0.0155). In the combined total cohort, the 10-year RFS rates were 59% and 24% for FOXP3-high and FOXP3-low patients, respectively (HR=0.461, 95% CI 0.306--0.696; *P*=0.0002). The cutoff value of 18 per mm^2^ was used to define FOXP3 status in all subsequent analyses.

To confirm the association between FOXP3^+^ TIL and patient outcome, we assessed several cutoff values that centred on 18 per mm^2^ ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). FOXP3^+^ TIL were significantly associated with RFS at cutoff values ranging from 5 per mm^2^ to 30 per mm^2^. The pattern of stromal *vs* intraepithelial infiltration did not significantly influence the clinical relevance of FOXP3^+^ TIL (data not shown).

The clinical significance of FOXP3^+^ TIL is restricted to high-grade tumours
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

When compared with standard clinical parameters, FOXP3^+^ TIL showed significant associations with younger patient age (*P*=0.0176), high tumour grade (*P*=0.0003), and treatment with adjuvant chemotherapy (*P*=0.0064; [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Given a recent report that CD8^+^ TIL are clinically relevant only in high-grade breast tumours ([@bib3]), we assessed the importance of grade on the clinical relevance of FOXP3^+^ TIL ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Strikingly, FOXP3^+^ TIL failed to associate significantly with RFS in low/intermediate grade tumours (HR=0.703, 95% CI 0.371--1.333; *P*=0.2812), but did so strongly in the high-grade subset (HR=0.355, 95% CI 0.189--0.667; *P*=0.0013).

FOXP3^+^ TIL show strong clinical significance in triple negative and basal-like breast tumours
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether FOXP3^+^ TIL levels vary within different molecular subtypes, we categorised cases based on Her2 overexpression, triple negative status, or basal-like histology ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The levels of FOXP3^+^ TIL were similar among these subtypes (*P*=0.7235, ANOVA). Intriguingly, FOXP3^+^ TIL were clinically irrelevant in the Her2+ subset (RFS, *P*=0.4928; DSS, *P*=0.3131), but were strongly associated with favourable RFS (HR=0.371, 95% CI 0.213--0.644; *P*=0.0004) and DSS (HR=0.416, 95% CI 0.231--0.750; *P*=0.0036) in triple negative tumours. This was particularly striking among basal-like tumours (RFS, HR=0.280, 95% CI 0.148--0.532; *P*=0.0001; and DSS, HR=0.281, 95% CI 0.142--0.556; *P*=0.0003; [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

When the relative associations of standard clinical parameters with RFS were assessed in multivariate analysis, only lymph-node metastasis, tumour size, and treatment with chemotherapy emerged as significant independent prognostic parameters ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). When corrected for these variables in the total cohort, FOXP3 status did not reach significance as a correlate of RFS (*P*=0.082). However, FOXP3 status showed independent statistical significance in the triple negative (*P*=0.041) and basal-like tumour subsets (*P*=0.010; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

The majority of FOXP3^+^ TIL in triple negative breast tumours co-express CD4 and CD25
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our observation that FOXP3^+^ TIL are associated with good prognosis is inconsistent with the conventional assumption that they suppress anti-tumour immunity. Notably, effector T cells can transiently express low levels of FOXP3 following activation ([@bib1]). To determine if this could explain our results, we performed multicolour IHC for detection of FOXP3, CD4, CD8, and CD25. Among a panel of 14 triple negative breast tumours, we found that, on average, 89% of FOXP3^+^ TIL expressed a CD4^+^CD8^--^ phenotype ([Figures 2A and C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, an average of 77% (range 60--100%) of FOXP3^+^ TIL co-expressed CD4 and CD25 (the classic Treg phenotype; [Figures 2B and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the vast majority of FOXP3^+^ TIL in triple negative breast tumours are CD8^--^CD4^+^CD25^+^, supporting their classification as conventional Tregs.

FOXP3^+^ TIL are associated with tumour-infiltrating CTLs
---------------------------------------------------------

Because CD8^+^ (cytotoxic) T cells are associated with a favourable prognosis in breast cancer ([@bib3]; [@bib22]; [@bib24], [@bib25]; [@bib26]), we hypothesised that high numbers of FOXP3^+^ lymphocytes may correlate with good outcome via an association with increased numbers of CD8^+^ TIL. Indeed, in the MBTB cohort we observed a strong correlation between FOXP3^+^ TIL and total CD8^+^ infiltrates (Spearman\'s *r*=0.7606, 95% CI 0.6796--0.8233; *P*\<0.0001; [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This relationship was consistent regardless of whether CD8^+^ TIL were present in the tumour epithelium or stroma ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and was clearly evident within the basal-like subset (Spearman\'s *r*=0.7995, 95% CI 0.6894--0.8735; *P*\<0.0001). Notably, all FOXP3-high cases had detectable CD8^+^ TIL (Fisher\'s exact test, *P*\<0.0001).

We have previously shown that intraepithelial (ie) CD8^+^ TIL are associated with good outcome in breast cancer ([@bib43]). In our current study, high levels (⩾36 per mm^2^, upper quartile) of ieCD8^+^ TIL were similarly associated with favourable RFS (HR=0.581, 95% CI 0.358--0.944; *P*=0.0283; [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As we speculated, FOXP3^+^ TIL were significantly more abundant (\>3-fold on average) in the ieCD8-high group compared with the ieCD8-low group (*P*\<0.0001; [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition to high levels of CD8^+^ TIL, a high CD8^+^-to-FOXP3^+^ TIL ratio has been reported to associate with favourable prognosis in multiple tumour types ([@bib12]), including breast cancer ([@bib22]; [@bib24]). Among cases in our data set with detectable FOXP3^+^ TIL, we similarly observed that those with an ieCD8/FOXP3 ratio of ⩾1 had significantly better RFS than those with ratios \<1 (*P*=0.0384; [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, while both groups had similar levels of FOXP3^+^ TIL, ieCD8^+^ TIL were significantly more abundant in the group with a high ieCD8/FOXP3 ratio (*P*\<0.0001; [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the number of ieCD8^+^ TIL is a stronger prognostic factor than the ieCD8/FOXP3 ratio. Indeed, within the ieCD8/FOXP3-high group, the RFS of cases with low levels of ieCD8^+^ TIL (\<36 per mm^2^) was indistinguishable from that of the ieCD8/FOXP3-low group (*P*=0.9871, data not shown).

If the relationship between FOXP3^+^ TIL and good clinical outcome is independent of CD8^+^ TIL, then one would expect FOXP3^+^ TIL to be prognostic in the absence of cytotoxic immune responses. However, high levels of FOXP3^+^ TIL were not significantly associated with RFS in tumours that were ieCD8 low (HR=0.728, 95% CI 0.426--1.246; *P*=0.2469; [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these data suggest that the association between FOXP3^+^ TIL and good prognosis in ER-- breast cancer depends on the presence of CTLs.

Tregs are associated with good outcome and anti-tumour immunity in an independent data set
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test our observations in an independent cohort, we assessed gene expression data from a previously published study ([@bib35], UNC cohort). Because *FOXP3* can be strongly expressed in epithelial cells ([@bib30]), we chose not to use this as an indicator of general Treg content. Rather, we used *CD25*, a gene that is expressed largely by lymphocytes and to a particularly strong extent by Tregs. Indeed, we found that an average of 80% of CD25^+^ lymphocytes in triple negative tumours were CD4^+^FOXP3^+^ ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Among 78 ER-- breast tumours, high (\>median) *CD25* expression was strongly associated with prolonged RFS (HR=0.279, 95% CI 0.135--0.550; *P*=0.0004; [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). High *CD8A* expression was also associated with good outcome (*P*=0.0019) as well as high *CD25* expression (*P*=0.0002; [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of high *CD8A* expression, however, *CD25* had no prognostic significance ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Intriguingly, high *CD25* expression was strongly associated with gene expression patterns indicative of differentiated CTLs (*P*\<0.0001), activated dendritic cells (*P*\<0.0001), and a pro-inflammatory cytokine milieu (*P*\<0.0001; [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). *CD25*-high cases also displayed strong expression of ligands for the chemokine receptors CCR5 (*P*\<0.0001) and CXCR3 (*P*=0.0012; [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), which are crucial for peripheral tissue infiltration by CTLs, Th1 cells, and Tregs ([@bib28]; [@bib15]; [@bib33]; [@bib36]). In contrast, *CCL17* and *CCL22*, which mediate the selective recruitment of Tregs ([@bib10]; [@bib21]; [@bib20]), were not highly expressed in *CD25*-high tumours (*P*=0.2540; [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Together with our IHC-based results, these data suggest that strong infiltration of ER-- breast tumours by Tregs is indicative of robust anti-tumour immunity.

Discussion
==========

While CTLs are associated with favourable clinical outcome in various tumour settings, the relationship between FOXP3^+^ TIL (putative Tregs) and prognosis is less clear. In some cancer types, such as hepatocellular carcinoma, FOXP3^+^ TIL are consistently associated with poor outcome, while in colorectal cancer the opposite is true ([@bib12]). In the case of breast cancer, six of seven studies report a relationship between FOXP3^+^ TIL and poor outcome ([@bib4]; [@bib2]; [@bib20]; [@bib11]; [@bib24]; [@bib45]; [@bib27]). Our observation that FOXP3^+^ TIL are associated with good outcome in ER-- breast cancer thus seemingly contradicts the current balance of literature. However, ours is the first study to address the relationship between FOXP3^+^ TIL and outcome specifically in ER-- breast cancer.

The ER-- breast tumours are biologically and clinically distinct from their ER+ counterparts ([@bib17]). Tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes are notably associated with good outcome among ER-- tumours, but not typically among ER+ lesions ([@bib42]; [@bib14]; [@bib40]; [@bib7]; [@bib37]). Furthermore, ER-- tumours contain higher levels of TIL than ER+ tumours ([@bib4]; [@bib19]; [@bib17]; [@bib3]; [@bib24], [@bib25]; [@bib26], [@bib27]). Because prior studies of FOXP3^+^ TIL in breast cancer involved mixed cohorts that were largely comprised of ER+ cases, the relationship between FOXP3^+^ TIL and good prognosis in ER-- disease may have been obscured by a negative prognostic relationship among ER+ tumours. For example, [@bib4] and [@bib27] reported that FOXP3^+^ TIL were associated with poor prognosis in ER+ breast cancer, but apparently not among ER-- cases. Importantly, the FOXP3 cutoff values used in these prior studies may not have reflected clinically relevant FOXP3^+^ TIL levels within ER-- tumours. For example, if the cutoff values used in the Bates or Mahmoud studies (respectively, 5 per mm^2^ (35th percentile) and 0 per mm^2^ (18th percentile)) are applied to our data, we obtain at best a weak discrimination of patient survival ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By examining a strictly ER-- cohort, our observations may be explained by a FOXP3 cutoff value that is more relevant to ER-- tumours.

Beyond considerations of tumour subtype, we also examined the possibility that a significant proportion of FOXP3^+^ TIL in our cohort might be effector T cells undergoing transient activation-induced FOXP3 expression. This was untrue, however, as over three quarters of FOXP3^+^ TIL displayed a classic CD4^+^CD25^+^ phenotype in triple negative tumours ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Rather, FOXP3^+^ TIL were strongly associated with CD8^+^ TIL, which are known correlates of good outcome in breast cancer ([@bib3]; [@bib26]; [@bib43]). Importantly, the association of FOXP3^+^ TIL with good outcome was dependent on the presence of large numbers of CD8^+^ TIL ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These results were confirmed in the UNC data set (using CD25 as an alternative Treg marker). Therefore, in the context of ER-- breast cancer, FOXP3^+^ TIL appear to serve as markers of robust anti-tumour immunity.

Our findings could be explained by the fact that CD8^+^ T cells and Tregs infiltrate tumours using similar mechanisms ([@bib16]; [@bib23]). For T-cell extravasation to occur, T cells must initiate vascular rolling by interacting with endothelial selectins via CD44, CD62L, or PSGL, which are expressed by both Tregs and activated CD8^+^ T cells ([@bib32]). Chemokines on the vascular lumen then activate lymphocyte adhesion molecules to promote extravasation ([@bib23]). Importantly, the majority of chemokine receptors that mediate CD8^+^ T-cell extravasation (e.g., CCR5, CXCR3, and CXCR6) are also expressed by FOXP3^+^ T cells ([@bib15]; [@bib33]; [@bib36]). As such, it is logical that FOXP3^+^ and CD8^+^ TIL co-infiltrate breast tumours. Indeed, *CD25*-high tumours in the UNC data set expressed high levels of ligands for CCR5 and CXCR3 ([Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), but not *CCL22*, which selectively recruits Tregs via CCR4 ([@bib10]; [@bib20]). Notably, some breast tumours appear to contain high endothelial venules (HEVs), blood vessels that specialise in lymphocyte recruitment and are normally found in lymphoid organs ([@bib29]). In human breast tumours, HEVs are strongly correlated with a wide variety of TIL types, suggesting that HEVs could serve as a shared route of infiltration for CD8^+^ and FOXP3^+^ TIL.

It is intriguing that CD8^+^ TIL are associated with good outcome in ER-- breast cancer despite a large number of co-infiltrating Tregs, which are conventionally expected to suppress immunity. In general, Tregs require close contact with target cells to exert suppression ([@bib41]). However, in the triple negative cohort assessed in our study, fewer than 20% of CD4^+^FOXP3^+^ lymphocytes were in direct contact with CD8^+^ TIL (data not shown), suggesting that Tregs in ER-- breast tumours may not exert significant suppression on CTLs. Moreover, gene expression data from the UNC cohort demonstrated that markers of dendritic cell activation, CD8^+^ T-cell cytotoxicity, and inflammatory cytokine production were enriched in *CD25*-high tumours, suggesting that multiple important aspects of anti-tumour immunity can be active in ER-- breast tumours despite the presence of Tregs.

While this is the first report of FOXP3^+^ TIL being associated with good outcome in ER-- breast cancer, this relationship has been observed in other tumour types, notably colorectal and ovarian cancer ([@bib31]; [@bib39]; [@bib18]; [@bib47]; [@bib46]). In both these settings, FOXP3^+^ TIL are strongly correlated with high levels of CD8^+^ TIL, in agreement with our own results ([@bib31]; [@bib39]; [@bib46]). In the context of colon cancer, Tregs may be capable of exerting pro-inflammatory Th17-like effects ([@bib5]). In addition, Tregs could conceivably suppress or eliminate innate leukocytes (such as macrophages) that are thought to promote tumour progression through the production of mitogens and angiogenic factors ([@bib13]). This highlights the possibility that FOXP3^+^ TIL may have direct host-protective effects in ER-- breast tumours. Alternatively, Tregs may have normal suppressive capacity, but at levels insufficient to override the anti-tumour activity of CD8^+^ TIL. In this case, eliminating Tregs from ER-- breast tumours could enhance anti-tumour immunity beyond the already beneficial natural response.

To determine if Tregs in ER-- breast tumours are beneficial, deleterious, or inconsequential, their phenotypic and functional qualities must be assessed more comprehensively. Given that the prognostic impact of Tregs appears to differ based on ER status, histological grade, and molecular subtype, comparing the biology of Tregs in distinct tumour phenotypes may provide valuable insights into both Treg biology and breast cancer immunology. Until we have a better understanding of the functional properties of FOXP3^+^ TIL in breast cancer, it seems premature to proceed with strategies aimed at depleting or inhibiting these cells in patients.
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![Association of FOXP3^+^ TIL with patient survival. (**A**) Representative immunohistochemical staining of FOXP3 (brown nuclei), with examples of intraepithelial (arrowhead) and stromal (arrows) FOXP3^+^ TIL. Original magnification, × 200. (**B**) Box plots representing FOXP3^+^ TIL levels among tumour epithelia and stroma. (**C**) Distribution of FOXP3^+^ TIL in cases with (*n*=93) or without (*n*=82) disease recurrence at final follow-up. (**D**) Association of FOXP3^+^ TIL with RFS in the training, validation, and combined cohorts (FOXP3 high, *n*=92; FOXP3 low, *n*=83).](bjc2012524f1){#fig1}

![Expression of CD4, CD25, and CD8 among FOXP3^+^ TIL in triple negative breast tumours. (**A**) Representative immunohistochemical (pseudocoloured) staining for FOXP3 (red), CD4 (green), and CD8 (blue). Examples of FOXP3^+^CD4^+^ (arrow), FOXP3^--^CD4^+^ (arrowhead), and FOXP3^--^CD8^+^ (asterisk) TIL are indicated. (**B**) Representative staining for FOXP3 (red), CD4 (green), and CD25 (blue). Examples of FOXP3^+^CD4^+^CD25^+^ (arrow) and FOXP3^--^CD4^+^CD25^--^ (arrowhead) TIL are indicated. (**C**) Quantification of CD4 and CD8 expression and (**D**) CD4 and CD25 expression among FOXP3^+^ TIL for each tumour. Lines represent medians. \**P*\<0.0001 *vs* all other groups, Mann--Whitney *U*-test.](bjc2012524f2){#fig2}

![Relationships between FOXP3^+^ TIL, cytotoxic T cells, and patient outcome. (**A**) Spearman\'s correlation of FOXP3^+^ TIL *vs* total (left panel), intraepithelial (middle panel), and stromal (right panel) CD8^+^ TIL. The solid line represents the line of best fit, with 95% confidence intervals indicated as dashed lines. (**B**) RFS based on high (⩾upper quartile, *n*=37) or low (*n*=105) levels of intraepithelial CD8^+^ TIL (left panel), with box plots indicating FOXP3^+^ TIL levels in each group. (**C**, left panel) RFS among patients with high (⩾1, *n*=51) and low (\<1, *n*=59) ratios of intraepithelial CD8^+^ to FOXP3^+^ TIL. Cases with no detectable FOXP3^+^ TIL were omitted. (**C**, right panel) Box plots representing FOXP3^+^ and intraepithelial CD8^+^ TIL levels in the indicated patient groups. (**D**) Association of FOXP3 (high *n*=30; low *n*=70) with RFS among patients with low levels of intraepithelial CD8^+^ TIL.](bjc2012524f3){#fig3}

![Association of Tregs with prognosis and immune parameters in an independent data set. (**A**) Five-year RFS of patients with high (*n*=38) and low (*n*=40) levels of *CD25* expression. (**B**) Five-year RFS of patients with high (*n*=47) and low (*n*=47) levels of *CD8A* expression, with corresponding box plots indicating *CD25* expression. (**C**) Association of *CD25* (high *n*=11; low *n*=30) with RFS among patients with low *CD8A* expression. (**D**) Gene expression modules indicative of differentiated cytotoxic T cells, activated dendritic cells, inflammatory cytokines, and chemokines relative to *CD25* status. In all panels, asterisks represent Mann--Whitney *U*-test significance levels as follows: \*\*\*\**P*\<0.0001, \*\*\**P*=0.001--0.01, \*\**P*=0.01--0.05.](bjc2012524f4){#fig4}

###### Association of FOXP3^+^ TIL with RFS in a Cox proportional hazards model

                 **All patients (*****n*****=144)**   **TNBC (*****n*****=82)**   **Basal-like (*****n*****=65)**                                              
  -------------- ------------------------------------ --------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------- -------------------
                 **HR (95% CI)**                      ***P*****-value**           **HR (95% CI)**                   ***P*****-value**   **HR (95% CI)**        ***P*****-value**
  Node status    2.320 (1.402--3.838)                 0.001                       2.359 (1.160--4.797)              0.018               2.567 (1.125--5.857)   0.025
  Tumour size    1.708 (0.960--3.039)                 0.068                       2.866 (1.253--6.554)              0.013               2.906 (1.138--7.424)   0.026
  Chemotherapy   0.377 (0.233--0.611)                 \<0.001                     0.318 (0.164--0.617)              0.001               0.419 (0.207--0.849)   0.016
  FOXP3          0.647 (0.397--1.056)                 0.082                       0.506 (0.263--0.972)              0.041               0.374 (0.177--0.787)   0.010

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; HR=hazard ratio; RFS=Recurrence-free survival; TIL=tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes; TNBC=triple negative breast cancer.
